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A
remarkable structure appeared in the skies over northern
Norway on 9 December 2009—a stunning aerial formation that
was massive in size and hung there, rotating in space for 10 to
15 minutes straight.  If the visual sight of this Spiral wasn't

interesting enough, the context certainly was:  it showed up the day
before US President Barack Obama was set to receive his Nobel Peace
Prize,  in the very same country.   Also, on that very same day, 9
December 2009, hundreds of eyewitnesses reported—and two of them
filmed—a gigantic, triangular, pyramid-shaped UFO that hovered over
the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, for hours—from daylight on into
darkness.

CCoovveerr  ssttoorryy  mmaakkeess  nnoo  sseennssee  
Let's discuss some very basic, common-sense thoughts about the Norway

Spiral sighting itself, before we get into the scientific proof that the "official
explanation" must  be a lie.

If you still believe the official story that the Spiral was nothing more than
a Russian Bulava missile, as almost all mainstream media outlets now
suggest, isn't it interesting that the Russians would have chosen 9
December 2009, in skies that were visible over Norway, to do a nuclear
missile test—knowing they that had decisively failed on every preceding
attempt with this prototype, as all the articles said?  

Why would the Russians have set themselves up for such an obvious and
epic military failure—in an area on which the entire world's attention was
momentarily focused?  Couldn't they have waited for a less-conspicuous
day to try it out, if there were even the slightest chance it was going to
screw up in such a tremendously embarrassing fashion?

Did you also notice that the video of the Spiral that was aired by Russia
Today—one of the mainstream Russian television networks—was much,
much clearer and stranger-looking than the grainy, brief versions shown in
Western mainstream television media?  Watch the good-quality Russian
version first, followed by the type of plausible-deniability version shown in
Western media, and see for yourself.

If it were only a missile, why did the American mainstream media stick to
grainy, short clips of it that denied the viewer the full impact of what was
really being seen in the Norwegian sky—making it much easier to believe it
was merely a rocket malfunctioning, and therefore keeping their audience
from understanding what all the fuss was about?

PPyyrraammiidd--sshhaappeedd  UUFFOO  oovveerr  tthhee  KKrreemmlliinn  
Strangely enough, what appeared to be a gigantic pyramid-shaped UFO

hovering over the Kremlin appeared on the very same day as the Norway
Spiral.  Despite the overwhelmingly strange appearance of the Spiral
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creating a viral-video sensation, the Kremlin Pyramid
video shot to the number-one position on the Russian
YouTube's most-viewed list.  

This then created a
mainstream-media television
news story on Russia Today,
posted on their website on 11
December.

The giant pyramid—actually a
tetrahedron, since it has a
triangular base rather than a
square one—lazily turns in the
air like a hot-air balloon, never
makes any sudden, jerky moves
unlike other alleged UFO
sightings, looks fairly grainy in
both the daytime and night-
time videos that were shot, and may be an excellent
fake.  [See the website www.divinecosmos.com for more
details.  Ed.]  

DDeebbuunnkkiinngg  tthhee  mmiissssiillee  tthheeoorryy    
The Norway Spiral attracted vastly

more attention and analysis than
the Kremlin Pyramid.  No matter
where you were, all throughout
Norway, it was quite visible—and
very, very strange-looking.

The images here were taken from
the island of Tromsø, facing the
southeast, hence you can see the
Sun starting to rise on the horizon.  

The blue corkscrew spiral, hanging
in the air for 10 to 15 minutes, with
the concentric white circles staying
completely white, never dissipated
or faded until after it opened out
into a curious, perfectly round "black
hole" shape.  

Speculations about what the
Spiral is, and "whodunnit", are as
wide and far-reaching on the
Internet as the formation itself was
over the Norwegian sky.  Thanks to
the research of our correspondent
Arash Amini, we now have
irrefutable scientific proof that the
Norway Spiral could not have been a
missile.  [See
www.divinecosmos.com for a
detailed analysis.  Ed.]

If the Spiral was caused by a
missile launched from the White
Sea, as the conventional
explanation insists, the missile
would have had to be rotating at
more than 20 miles per second!  The

speed of sound is clocked at 761.2 miles per hour.
Anything over the speed of sound would have caused
tremendous sonic booms—but the Spiral was

completely silent.
So, if it's not a missile, then

what are we left with for an
explanation?

AA  SSttrruumm  ooff  tthhee  HHAAAARRPP??  
As I pointed out on our 10

December 2009 Whistleblower
Radio program, researcher
Richard C. Hoagland
discovered that the island of
Tromsø, where the Spiral was
most visible, "just so happens"
to be directly northwest of a

major HAARP installation called EISCAT—the
European Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association
ionospheric heating facility, which is capable of
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transmitting over one gigawatt (1 GW) of effective
radiated power (ERP).  In case you don't already know,
HAARP stands for "High-frequency Active Auroral
Research Program" and its purpose is to shoot huge
amounts of energy into the charged particles of the
ionosphere for "ionospheric heating".  It has long been
suspected of having far  greater functions and abilities
than those which are openly acknowledged.

Hoagland says that the high-tech Norwegian "HAARP
antenna farm" is "specifically designed to broadcast
powerful beams of microwave energy high into
space...thereby also creating blatant HD/torsion side-
effects in the Earth's highly electrified upper 'plasma'
atmosphere (ionosphere)".   The facility is officially
supported by Norway, Sweden, Finland, Japan, China,
the UK and Germany.

In the face of all the scientific evidence to the
contrary, some will still undoubtedly want to believe
that missile exhaust could do 40
perfectly concentric layers that
would hold up in the Earth's
ionosphere without dissipating for
up to 15 minutes.  That's fine.

The bigger question becomes this:
is there any other technology that
could have potentially created this
formation?  The answer is...most
definitely...yes.

IIoonnoosspphheerriicc  hheeaattiinngg    
An interesting article from the

India Times of 4 October 2009
revealed that publicly announced
HAARP experiments had indeed
created a complex visual apparition
of "surprising irregular luminescent
bands [that] radiated out from the
centre of the bull's-eye".  Sound
familiar?  

Bear in mind, this is only what we
hear from the mainstream media.  In classified
programs, the technology could be far more
sophisticated than this.  Also pay attention to the fact
that they only needed 3.6 megawatts to make it
visible—and the EISCAT facility can do 1,000
megawatts.  This is an extract from the article: 

".. .HAARP's high-frequency radio waves can
accelerate electrons in the atmosphere, increasing
the energy of their collisions and creating a glow.  

"The technique has previously triggered speckles
of light while running at a power of almost 1
megawatt.  

"But since the facility ramped up to 3.6
megawatts—roughly three times more than a
typical broadcast radio transmitter—it has created
full-scale artificial auroras that are visible to the
naked eye.

"But in February last year, HAARP managed to
induce a strange bull's-eye pattern in the night sky.  

"Instead of the expected fuzzy, doughnut-shaped
blob, surprising irregular luminescent bands
radiated out from the centre of the bull's-eye,
according to Todd Pedersen, a research physicist at
the US Air Force Research Laboratory in
Massachusetts, who leads the team that ran the
experiment at HAARP.  

"The team modelled how the energy sent skywards
from the HAARP antenna array would trigger these
odd shapes.  

"They determined that the areas of the bull's-eye
with strange light patterns were in regions of
denser, partially ionized gas in the atmosphere, as
measured by ground-based high-frequency radar
used to track the ionosphere..."

(Source:  http://tinyurl.com/yjsbggb)

AA  zzaapp  ffrroomm  EEIISSCCAATT  
The same article, more or less, can be found on

BritainNews.net—but hardly any other mainstream site
on the Net covered it in such specific detail.

The article says that these curious bull's-eye,
luminous-banded patterns will appear where you have
partially ionised gas in the atmosphere.  Tromsø is at the very
northern tip of Norway, close to the North Pole, and
there are a great deal of ionised particles in the
atmosphere near the poles, forming the aurora
borealis.  

Therefore, we already have the proper conditions in
the sky over Norway to create a visual manifestation of
a "bulls-eye" with "surprising irregular luminescent
bands radiated out from the centre". 
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And since EISCAT's gigawatt is
equivalent to a thousand
megawatts, and the above
formation started taking shape at
only 3.6 megawatts, you can start to
imagine what wonders you could
create when you now control 277
times more power than it took to
create Dr Pedersen's HAARP bull's-
eye with luminescent bands.

Given that the bottom of the
Norway Spiral is precisely above
EISCAT, is there any doubt that
EISCAT was responsible for the
Norway Spiral?  

Still not convinced?  The EISCAT
ionospheric heating facility
documented a major surge of power
usage—right as the apparition was
happening.  

The power surged up to the
maximum level that the EISCAT
facility is capable of generating—
nearly a gigawatt.  

Look at the bottom of the graph

on the previous page to confirm
that it was indeed the morning of 9
December 2009.

EISCAT was zapping the
mesosphere with very high
frequency (VHF) radiation so it
could light up the sky like a "Tequila
Sunrise", and they would then
record plasma density and
temperature in the area.  

The timing of the experiment was
chosen for when there would be a
maximum amount of charged
particles in the atmosphere, thanks
to the "meteor dust" from the polar
mesosphere winter echoes
(PMWE)—thereby making the glow
even brighter, since these
conditions were quite literally ideal
for creating any airborne projection.

∞

EEddiittoorr''ss  NNoottee::    
This article is comprised of selected
extracts from David Wilcock's paper
"Disclosure Endgame", which can be
free ly downloaded from

http://www.divinecosmos.com.  We
encourage readers to examine the
complete paper so as to understand
the context of these extracts.

AAbboouutt  tthhee  AAuutthhoorr::
David Wilcock i s  a  profess ional
lecturer, filmmaker and researcher of
ancient civilisations, consciousness
science and new paradigms of matter
and energy.  
From a very early age, he showed
amazing psychic abilities.  
He is the subject and co-author (with
Wynn Free)  of the  book The
Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce? (see
review in 12/02), which explores the
remarkable s imilarit ies between
David and Edgar Cayce, the "sleeping
prophet" ,  and features  many of
David ' s  most  insp i r ing  psych ic
readings.  
His  Divine  Cosmos webs i te ,
http : / /www.d ivinecosmos .com,
conta ins  thousands of pages  of
scientific and spiritual information. 
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by Patrick Geryl

Geryl urges mankind to prepare and endure. The
outlook is bleak, but the obstacles are not

insurmountable.  In this book, Geryl provides the
blueprint for those wishing to survive the disaster to
prepare themselves and prevail. He explains in detail
the myriad problems survivors will encounter, and the
precautions that need to be taken to overcome them. 
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IINN  22001122::IINN  22001122::
Maya Calendar
Countdown

bbyy  PPaattrriicckk  GGeerryyll

In this book the author reveals the millennia-old codes of
the Maya and the Old Egyptians, which refer to a

coming super-disaster.  The Dresden Codex of the Maya
contains secrets of the sunspot cycle, and the conclusions
are staggering—at a certain moment, when the sun's
magnetism reaches a crucial point, the sun's surface will
be subjected to immense storms, causing a super-
catastrophe on earth.
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